“Remember, it is the internal qualifications, not the external, which recommend
a man to be a Mason”.
Companions,
Each month during my year in office, I will be highlighting one of the qualities which Masons
should possess, and it is important for each of us to examine ourselves to ensure that we
continue to possess and display these qualities.
For August, the quality is Honour: Good name or public esteem; Reputation: showing of
usually merited respect, a keen sense of ethical conduct.
The word honour can be either a noun or a verb. As a noun it can mean high respect or esteem
“His portrait hangs in the place of honour”; or adherence to what is right, “I must, as a matter
of honour, avoid any dishonesty”; or as a privilege, “It is my honour to speak tonight”. As a
verb it can mean to hold in high esteem, “Honour thy mother and father” or to fulfill an
obligation, “The contract must be honoured”.
Sometimes, the word honour can be defined as integrity, but that is not exactly correct.
Anthropologist Frank Henderson Steward makes the case that honour comes in horizontal and
vertical types. Horizontal honour is defined as “The right to respect among an exclusive society
of equals or ‘mutual respect’. However, this is premised on three elements: a code of honour
which lays out the standards which must be reached to receive respect; a group of individuals
who understand and have committed to live by the code of honour and treat each other as
equals and the feeling that if you don’t live up to the group’s code, you lose the respect of
others (shame).
Vertical honour is praise and admiration of others. One must have horizontal honour to
receive vertical honour. To receive vertical honour, one must distinguish themselves from
others within the group.
Concern for one’s honour is both selfish and selfless. One wants to be respected by others as
well as desiring the privileges that go with that respect. Having an honourable group creates a
strong unit and that unit can achieve great things. However, not having honour results in
disloyalty and puts the entire group at risk.
In the book, “The way of Men”, Jack Donovan states, “Part of the reason that honour is a virtue
rather than merely a state of affairs is that showing concern for the respect of your peers is a
show of loyalty and indication of belonging. Caring about what the men around you think of
you is a show of respect and conversely, not caring what other men think of you is a sign of
disrespect.”

Honour puts a check on narcissism – concern for what your peers think of you, Honour creates
community – forcing you to think about what is best for the group and not the individual as well
as dealing with one another and issues and finally Honour creates meaning – appreciation for
structure and rules.
As Royal Arch Masons, we should strive to be an honorable, contributing member of the
Chapter, to receive the respect of our peers and to desire to be recognized for our
achievements. This should not be done for the individual, but for others, the Chapter and Royal
Arch in general, as with that, Masonry becomes stronger and more capable of solving issues
and dealing with adversity.
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